Rating different kinds of travel

1. What would you like to do most on a holiday? Why?

2. Which other trip would you enjoy?

3. Which travel activity would you least enjoy? Why?

After matching the pictures to the activities above, rank your travel preferences 1-10

1 __________________________
2 __________________________
3 __________________________
4 __________________________
5 __________________________
6 __________________________
7 __________________________
8 __________________________
9 __________________________
10 __________________________
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1 go canoeing
2 camp by the sea
3 stay in castle
4 see Mt Fuji
5 go on a driving holiday
6 go on a cycling holiday
7 go ballooning
8 go hiking
9 explore modern architecture
10 learn about other culture
11 see the terra cotta army
12 climb the Eiffel tour
13 go on safari
14 visit historical sites
15 visit Venice